We are all observers of the impact of climate change. The consumption – at an increasing pace – of our world’s finite amount of natural resources, the continuous increasing release of CO₂ and other greenhouse gases in highly impacting amounts are two very clear challenges for society, which needs answers and solutions. Such utmost challenges place sustainability on the very top of the agenda of both industry and academia.

Within the chemistry community, in the past 15 years, a fair number of initiatives have appeared to tackle these highly relevant environmental challenges. In 2005, a global consortium of pharmaceutical corporations together with the ACS Green Chemistry Institute® formed the ACS GCI Pharmaceutical Roundtable.[2] This organization has promoted, over the years, innovations within the field of Green and Sustainable Chemistry (G&SC). [3] In 2012, a European-lead effort was initiated and resulted in the creation of the highly useful learning and educational platform CHEM21,[4] which raises awareness of researchers towards sustainable manufacturing concepts. These initiatives are only two among many other networks which exist today, and which cannot exhaustively be listed here.

G&SC has also become part of master degree educational programs. Circular economy,[5] a concept coined at the beginning of the current decade, is in particular taught in such programs. Students are therefore getting a preliminary view on how to respond to the immediate demand for more sustainability in the way we produce and consume. Minimizing the energy required for a particular chemical transformation, valorizing waste and searching renewable substitutes to fossil feedstock are clear research directions taken by numerous groups, organizations and academic institutes worldwide.

These environmental challenges have not escape the attention of the Swiss Chemical Society (SCS) who adopted an active role in addressing such high societal concerns. SCS has been hosting, since 2013, SusChem Switzerland,[6] which is the Swiss entity of the SusChem® European Technology Platform for Sustainable Chemistry. In addition, SCS proactively promotes G&SC via co-organization of the Clariant Clean-Tech award (recognition of students who have distinguished themselves with outstanding scientific achievements in areas such as resource efficiency, renewable energy, renewable raw materials or green technologies and environmental protection). Finally, in 2017, the DIAC division of the SCS put together a high-quality symposium on ‘Green-Chemistry – from Concept to Reality’ where a number of sustainability-improving innovations from both industry and academia were presented.

Well-aware of the growing relevance of G&SC, the SCS clearly expressed in 2017 a strong wish to accelerate and further emphasize its support in this direction. To this end, the SCS support-ed the formation of a working group composed of scientists from the industry (Maud Reiter, Firmenich; Fabrice Gallou, Novartis Pharma AG; Edouard Godineau, Syngenta Crop Protection) and from academia (Paul Dyson, EPFL; Christophe Copéret, ETH Zürich) in charge of promoting further SCS support to G&SC within Switzerland. This group (further supported by Hans-Peter Lüthi and David Spichiger) is now forming one single entity with SusChem Switzerland.

The refreshed SusChem Switzerland team set itself the following challenges:

- **Provide greater visibility** about ongoing actions on G&SC within Switzerland.
- **Further educate on G&SC** at various levels (i.e. students, academia, industrials, if possible, non-scientists as well). Promote communication on sustainable processing, provide sound and fair comparisons between the benefits of chemical and the benefits of naturals. Provide visibility and understanding to sustainably indexes.
- **Innovate in the field of G&SC** by bringing to life novel and pre-competitive scientific collaboration models between academia and industry. To the former to drive the science, to the latter to implement it.
- **Identify common area of interest(s)** by taking advantage of Switzerland’s unique portfolio of high-tech chemical companies to build cross-sectorial collaborations (ex: on solvents, catalysis, use of renewable feedstock, etc.).
- **Act as influencing group to match the interests of academia and industry** (ex: catalysis recyclability, renewable feedstocks, etc.).

The G&SC team is starting its concrete activities this fall, during the ILMAC fair, taking place in Basel.[8] A program was put together with contributors coming from Swiss industries and academia, which we hope will attract many scientists. More detailed about this free-to-attend event can be found at https://scg.ch/ilmac/2019.

Let me in particular focus on a special event that will be taking place on Thursday late-afternoon September 26th. In a ‘TED-inspired’ type lectures format, Professor John Warner and Dr. Rafael Cayuela will be inspiring us and telling us about more scientists who are bringing along fantastic innovations to tackle the world’s sustainability challenges. A panel discussion will follow, which we hope to be a constructive forum as well a unique networking opportunity for open discussions on sustainability. We truly hope to be counting on you there.

Edouard Godineau, on behalf of the SusChem Switzerland team
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About SusChem (suschem.eu)
SusChem is the European Technology Platform for Sustainable Chemistry. It is a forum that brings together industry, academia, policy makers and the wider society.

SusChem’s vision is for a competitive and innovative Europe where sustainable chemistry and biotechnology together provide solutions for future generations.

SusChem’s mission is to initiate and inspire European chemical and biochemical innovation to respond effectively to societal’s challenges by providing sustainable solutions.

SusChem was officially launched in 2004 as a European Commission supported initiative to revitalise and inspire European chemistry and industrial biotechnology research, development and innovation in a sustainable way. In partnership with European and national public authorities, SusChem contributes to initiatives that aim to provide sustainable solutions to society’s big challenges. Together we develop and lead large-scale, integrated research and innovation programmes with chemical sciences at their core. These public private initiatives link research and partners along the value chain to real world markets through accelerated innovations.

SusChem Switzerland
SusChem is also a network of national platforms as the European vision needs to be firmly rooted in the national strategies. SusChem depends vitally on the partnerships with member states to provide information on national strategies and priorities. The national platforms work on initiatives within their own countries and also in joint NTP initiatives through the network organisation. The Swiss Chemical Society hosts the Swiss NTP of SusChem since 2013.